Chancellor Donde Plowman Addresses Vols Around the World

University of Tennessee, Knoxville Chancellor Donde Plowman addresses Vol Nation around the world, sharing UT's successes and achievements over the past year.

Chancellor's Message

UT Delegation Builds and Strengthens Partnerships in Asia

A delegation of UT administrators and faculty visited Japan, Korea and the Philippines to build strategic partnerships and engage with alumni abroad. Stay tuned this fall for a full report.

Photo Highlights from Asia

#VolsAbroad Spotlight

Class of 2022 UT graduate, Becca Jernigan, goes global with a World Strides internship in Austin, Texas this summer.

#VolsAbroad Spotlight

Ukrainian Doctoral Student Organizes Relief for Country

Nataliia Yakushko, the only Ukrainian student on a visa at UT, coordinates relief efforts in the wake of Russia’s invasion of her home country.

Nataliia Yakushko’s Story

¡Viva UT! Always Home

The Castroverde family’s story spans decades, continents and includes Jose Jr. (’21), the most recent to study at UT.

¡Viva UT! The Castroverde Story

Friends Across the Sea Connects Japanese, UT Students

UT students experience unique opportunity to virtually connect with students from three Japanese universities during the Friends Across the Sea program, hosted by the English Language Institute.

Friends Across the Sea

Friday, August 19
12:00–4:30 p.m.
The International Student Conference is a series of presentations, intended for all incoming international students, about campus resources and life in Knoxville.

International Student Conference

Friday, September 23
1:30–3:30 p.m.
Join the Smith Center for International Sustainable Agriculture for the International Showcase, which will feature guest speakers, information on study abroad programs, international research and the International Photo Contest. Faculty, students and staff must submit photos for the contest by August 8.

Submit Photos for Contest

CENTER FOR GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT OPEN POSITIONS

Visit the CGE open positions page to learn more about staff and student roles currently available.

CGE Open Positions

Contact Us

Center for Global Engagement
1620 Melrose Avenue
Knoxville, TN 37996-3531
Phone: 865-974-3177
Website: cge.utk.edu
Email: cge@utk.edu
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